Bk467p191
(Estate’s First Court account at Book 467 pages 191 through 196)

After twenty years this account remains impenetrable. I have been able to expose
only two accounting trails with certainty; both are accounting entanglements and
both are not recognized by the accountants. There has been no known attempt by
anyone to expose this account. Not one. Families should know.
I don't understand why the CPA Joanne Barnes and the Attorney Edward White are
not held accountable for their accounting.
I don't understand why the victims of their accounting are left to try to expose it, and
increasingly victimized for doing so.
Is there a just power who would find the CPA Joanne Barnes and the Attorney
Edward White and ask then to expose and explain this account?

Where did the money go?
Please follow the numbers
and not the rhetoric.
(1) Entanglement 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97

Bk467p191 is an impenetrable cloud of
confusion, conflict, entanglements.,
and blaming the family, concealed
behind an invisible wall.

(2) Entanglement 00.00 = 00.00
Note 5, appraisal. (The estate did not pay the $ 2,000
appraisal fee, the trust paid it)

Please think of the significance of three connecting dots:
(1) The dot for Bk467p191 being shut for twenty years,
(2) The dot for killing the messenger who has been trying to expose it, and
(3) The dot for judgements made without looking at the evidence.

Not Reported
$125,188
April 21,1991
The April 21, 1991, payment of $125,188 from the Lynch note to Jean O’Connell
was not reported to the IRS. In my May 29, 1992, letter to Edward White I said it
was taxable and should be reported, and he reported it on an amended return.
Can we expose the accounting trail for the April 21, 1991, payment of $125,188?
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The $545,820 cash payoff
of the Lynch note to the
estate on April 21, 1992,
is not reported. The
$545,820 disappears
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1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97
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There are two versions of the estimated estate tax and
the money paid to the IRS on June 11, 1992 : one
version for $119,000 and one version for $175,000
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Missing
$545,820
April 21,1992
The accountants do not mention the cash payment of $545,820 to the Estate
from the payoff of Lynch Note 1 on April 21, 1992, and the payment does not
show in the accountings or tax returns.
When the accountants told the beneficiaries that the Lynch note would not
produce any capital gain, I told them that it would and the taxes were paid. At
that time I did not know that they were not reporting the $545,820 payment. So
strangely, the payment was not reported but the taxes on the payment were
paid.
Can we expose the accounting trails of the $545,820 payment?

Missing
$70,051
June 11,1992
There are two versions of the extension request (IRS Form 4768) and two
version of the estate tax return (IRS Form 760) with the same dates but for
different amounts. One version says $175,000 was paid to the IRS on June 11,
1992, and one version says i$119,000 was paid to the IRS on June 11, 1992.
There should only be one version. The $70,051 over payment reported on the
$175,000 version disappears from the accounting.
Can we expose the accounting trail of the $70.051?

